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Abstract 
Pond Scum: Partygeddon​ is a film about three lowlifes, Algee, Oozer and Ewwglena, who set 
out to throw a party to end all parties, and get a little more than they bargained for. Their 
scrappy friendship will be all that keeps them alive by the end of the night. 
 
The film is hand drawn 2d animation created in Toon Boom Harmony and composited 
with original, hand-painted,  watercolor backgrounds in Adobe After Effects. The 
soundtrack is a mix of original songs by the bands Pond Scum, Lord Scum, and Sh*t Rat. 
 
This paper is both a documentation of the process of making the film, as well as a 
reflection on the motivations and the inspirations to do so. It’s a rare opportunity to be 
able to follow your own creative path and not without its own pitfalls, but for some of us a 
comical amount of student debt is no deterrence against pursuing the creative life. As my 
grandfather would say about buying a car on credit, “Five hundred dollars down and the 
chase is on.” This film is my opening sprint in the chase. 
 
Pond Scum: Partygeddon​ is an homage to the spirit of Do It Yourself, and to everyone who 
attempts to create the world they want now, without waiting for permission. The film 
hides its heart behind belches and clouds of smoke, but proudly raises a salty salute to 
losers, miscreants and weirdos everywhere. As American media is consolidated into fewer 
and fewer hands, and our culture ossifies around this monolith built by the hoarding of 
wealth and power, the only place for creatives to go is into the basement, the garage, the 
bedroom. As unfettered expression is pushed to the fringes of society, the polish gets 
rougher, the art noisier and the mess bigger. To me, ​Pond Scum: Partygeddon​ is that mess, 
and it’s a mess dear to my heart -- a loud collaboration with friends for the sake of 
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I would like to start with a huge thanks to the Pond Scum crew, bandmates and 
collaborators, for all their help in making this film happen. There is no way I could have 
finished this film without their help. Allen Fonseca has been integral to this project in 
every aspect but animation. He shouldered the tasks of refining the script with me, putting 
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together the audio tracks and recording dialogue, as well as voicing two major characters, 
Algee and Stevil, and writing the outro song. Doug Blake helped with the script refinement 
as well as voicing Oozer. Dan Minahan contributed the voice of Murky D as well as the 
verses of the outro song. Vanessa Alfano voiced the bruising Ewwglena like a champ. You 
all are the best. 
So much thanks to my advisor Stephanie Maxwell for keeping me on track and always 
providing good insight and ideas as the film developed. Stephanie always provided a 
practiced eye for detail in screen direction and a nudge toward experimentation that I 
needed in the midst of my furious scramble to get things done. Thanks to Tom Gasek and 
Mari Jaye Blanchard for their immensely useful input throughout the process as my 
advising committee. Thanks to my Mom and my sister who have always supported me and 
my creative endeavors, no matter how outlandish. A special thanks to Tracy for keeping 
me sane through all of this! 
 
The Lowest Form of Life is Still Life 
 
 
What began as a gag for a never realized cable access show, grew into a cartoon universe 
of punks, demons, metalheads and nerds that revolves around one band, Pond Scum. After 
graduating from art school at the beginning of the 2008 financial crash I struggled to find 
any work in my field of sculpture. I ended up relying on my skills in carpentry to make a 
living until my dad got sick and I returned home to Falmouth, Massachusetts, where I 
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reconnected with High School friends Doug Blake and Allen Fonseca. We began making 
collections of short skits, shows and other weird video marginalia for the local cable 
access channel, Falmouth Community Television (FCTV), as an outlet for our creative 
inspirations. In many ways, the opportunity to learn filming and editing video that FCTV 
provided us is where my journey to animation and grad school began, and certainly where 
Pond Scum began. The community benefit that cable access stations provide in terms of 
training, equipment and platform, despite the minimal funding that they must survive on 
out of the great profits that cable providers rake in, truly stands out as an anachronism in 
an era when arts funding is nonexistent and every public service is threatened by efforts 
to defund and privatize them. Perhaps a rude, loudmouthed film like  ​Partygeddon​ is an 
argument in favor of eliminating these avenues into media production, I don’t know, but I 
am confident that without that first foray into the world of moving image and sound that 
FCTV afforded us, I would never have finished, or even started this film. 
 
The videos that we produced at FCTV under the moniker ​In Case of Emergency: Smash TV 
were unscripted, unboarded but highly enthusiastic leaps into the medium. We made skit 
comedies, fake commercials, previews for movies that would never exist, anything we 
could think of with no budget at all and absolutely no idea what we were doing. Every prop 
and costume was handmade and it showed. You could point to something like ​Be Kind, 
Rewind​ by Michel Gondry as an inspiration for our aesthetic, but cardboard and hot glue 
was honestly just the height of our technical abilities, and we could have cared less about 
polish. At some point we struck on an idea for a buddy cop show that involved a gang 
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called Pond Scum, who we decided clearly needed to be a band as well, with a theme song 
and costumes to boot.  And so from the swamps of Cape Crud, Pond Scum was born. The 
mythos of and characters originating from The Pond began to grow as we practiced the 
dumbest songs we could write and joked about bullying nerds and running from the fuzz.  
 
Life began to imitate art as we started  playing beer soaked basement shows and dive bars 
around Southern New England. Dressed in torn and paint splattered thrift store clothes, 
the band and the audience danced, headbanged, pushed and heckled each other. Our 
stage antics and props grew more and more absurd. At some point a demon was 
summoned to behead a fish-man, and I vaguely recall a bloody sweet potato heart being 
removed from the chest cavity of a Minotaur. Normal stuff. Pond Scum released tapes, 
comics and music videos to a hungry audience of about ten to twenty people. We had 
created alter egos for ourselves that were as fed up with everything around them as we 












Fig. 2: Scene From Pond Scum Video Production, Scumwish 3 
 
After beginning my Master of Fine Arts degree at Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT), 
the wheels began to turn to how common sense it was to transform Pond Scum from a 
joke band into a real cartoon. We had the music and the universe, and even preliminary 
character designs from some of the posters and album covers that I had made over the 
years. Pond Scum were always meant to be characters and animating them was the 
natural progression. In the Spring of 2019, I asked Professor Maxwell if she would help me 
with an independent study in which I could explore in very short form some of the Pond 
Scum characters. While the short TV Broken is in fact the first Pond Scum cartoon, it 
exists in my mind as a test run for the broader ​Partygeddon​. Much like the progression of 
Sam Raimi’s ​Evil Dead I​ to ​Evil Dead II​, the earlier film explores the ideas and techniques 




Fig. 3: Pond Scum Extended Play Album Cover, “TV Surfin” 
What Came Before Is No More 
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The primordial ooze that Pond Scum crawls out of is a swirling mess of influences, both 
spiritual and aesthetic, which the film lashes to itself like a trash sculpture. As their 
eponymous song, “Pond Scum, Pond Scum”, shouts repeatedly “We’re bad guys, we’re bad 
guys.” The original inspiration for Pond Scum is the “bad guy”. From the roving, themed 
gangs in Walter Hill’s ​The Warriors​, the vicious punks of ​Deathwish 3​, to the off the wall 
goofy Foot Clan of ​Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles​, Pond Scum draws from outlandish 
caricatures of evil for its look and attitude. 
  




Fig. 6: Still From Live Action Film, Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, 1990 
 
Unlike these movies, however, I wanted Algee, Oozer and Ewwglena to be sympathetic, to 
share a struggle despite their dimwitted narcissism. Often, what is portrayed as a bad guy, 
or enemy of civil society in popular media can easily be viewed, with a slight change of 
focus, as the underdog, unwilling to accept the bottom rung in a society of extreme 
inequality.​ ​Certainly, the idea of the have-nots refusing their lot in life and banding 
together appears as a horrifying concept to the comfortable.  
 
As for inspirations for the animation, it will come as little surprise that shows like Mike 
Judge’s​ Beavis and Butthead​ and the rest of the Liquid TV roster were strong influences; a 
brief flash in time of animated inspiration, not slavishly pandering to a preexisting 
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standard of corporate aesthetic. I wanted a look for ​Partygeddon​ that showed a clear 
human hand in everything, a hand that wasn’t afraid to overshoot or experiment when 
called for. In this vein, the films of Ralph Bakshi come to mind as well as French comics 
anthology ​Métal​ Hurlant’s first foray into film, 1981’s ​Heavy Metal ​, as inspiration for the 




Fig. 7: Still From Animated Film, Wizards, 1977 
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Getting the Gang Back Together 
 
I spent the summer of 2019 house painting back in Falmouth as I began pre-production for 
the film. I was able to get together with Allen and Doug to work on the script and begin 
recording dialogue tracks at Allen’s makeshift home studio. With towels draped over 
buzzing drums and random bits of sound absorbing materials, we slowly patched together 
a dialogue track. We enlisted our pal and musical collaborator Dan Minahan to play the 
Pond’s number one DJ, Murky D. Our friend and former theater nerd Vanessa Alfano 
would play the band’s drummer/enforcer Ewwglena. We put together a rough edit of 
dialogue tracks that I would be able to work from as I began to put the animatic together. 
It was often difficult to picture scenes without storyboards but this was the only 
opportunity we would have to get all of this dialogue down. We made due pantomiming 
like lunatics and recording as many extra burps and shouts as we could manage. This 
would come in handy as the Covid 19 pandemic would preclude recording any extra 
dialogue later on in the process. 
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Fig. 8: Working Sound Studio (and a Secret Awesome intern), Falmouth, MA 
Preproduction 
 
After finishing up recording dialogue for the film, I began crafting the storyboards, 
character designs and environments. I knew I didn’t have a lot of time to dwell on or tweak 
much, because the length of the audio recordings, though clearly needing some trimming, 
was going to be a bit longer than I had hoped. I wanted to give a hint of this vibrant, filthy 
universe, stuffed with gonzo characters, and to do that the film needed to be a bit longer 
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than I might have hoped for given the amount of time I had to finish, but decided to try to 
make it work. My sketchbooks filled up with goofball drawings of potential party goers, 
some based off of my memories of basement shows and others sheer inventions of 
imagination. I would often rough out 20 to 30 characters in quick succession before 
coming upon a character I thought would be suitable. 
 
In some ways, we thought of ​Partygeddon​ as a pilot to a longer series, so there is a bit more 
introduction of characters and exposition dialogue than a straightforward short film might 
include. But, I believe we ended up with a good compromise and a film that can stand on 
its own.  With this in mind I cut down the script as much as I could without leaving it 
threadbare and began working on an animatic. I used Toon Boom’s Storyboard Pro and 
found it exceptionally helpful, both in its simplicity as well as the way it exported scenes 
into Harmony. Unlike previous methods I had used, the drawings, timing as well as audio 





Fig. 9: Rough Character Sketches for Pond Scum: Partygeddon 
 
Fig. 10: Final Character Designs for Pond Scum: Partygeddon 
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However, as is often the case for me, as I was working on the​ ​animatic I began to feel that 
my time left for animating was rapidly dwindling, and I made the decision to begin 
animating despite a few unresolved issues in the animatic. I sometimes find this hybrid 
approach helpful when I have looked at an animatic too long, and need to really get a feel 
for timing by just sitting down and animating. 
 
Noise Annoys 
At the same time that I was working on the animatic, Allen was cobbling together the 
dialogue track with sound effects and songs from the Secret Awesome back catalogue. 
Secret Awesome was the label name  we used when releasing Pond Scum and our other 
musical endeavors, but it eventually came to encompass all our creative output. Over the 
years we had accumulated a sizable discography of​ ​noisy, ear-assaulting punk and metal 
songs and albums to pick from. All of the music featured in ​Partygeddon​ was written and 
recorded by some combination of myself, Allen, Doug and Dan. The songs were all 
recorded on a late 80’s Tascam 688 Midi Studio that I had purchased on Craigslist around 
2010. It recorded eight tracks to cassette tape, had missing buttons that I had to press 
with a screwdriver, and a hissing “ghost in the machine” that would only shut up if you 
screamed into a mic at full volume until it cleared up. Once you turned the machine off and 
back on the ghost would be back. I developed an affinity for the machine once I figured out 
its quirks. We recorded just about everything all the way in the red as the quality of sound 
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breaking up at high volume on magnetic tape is unparalleled. I feel there is a strong 
connection somewhere between the way loud music disintegrates when recorded on tape 
and the way watercolor pigments mix on wet paper. Both can only be controlled to a point 
and the rest is up to the gods, the Lords of Scum. 
 
Rumble! 
In the late summer, I moved to Los Angeles and began production for ​Partygeddon​ in what 
I would describe as a hit the ground running situation. As soon as I had a passable 
animatic, I was off animating, trying to be loose in my gestures and then to tighten them up 
on the second pass. I wanted to be able to convey a lot of story and also incorporate a lot 
of ridiculous drawings. I often struggled with whether or not push the absurdity of my 
characters in a scene or play it straight and move on. I managed to balance this to my 
satisfaction, but in the future I would enjoy working on a shorter project in which I lean 
into exaggeration of form. 
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Because I had left some scenes unresolved in the animatic, though resolved in my head, I 
attempted to animated all seven and a half minutes of my film in a solid chunk and to then 
plug it into After Effects and begin tweaking as I needed. This would allow me to start 
compositing a rough version of my film that I could later plug my finished animations into 
the After Effects project with little fuss. This ultimately worked out, but I would not 
recommend just sitting down to animate without a break for three months, especially 
knowing that you won’t see the finished scenes for a good five months all told. In mid Fall, 
Stephanie recommended that I ink and color a few scenes to get a feel for how the final 
product would look. This was a welcome distraction from constantly animating, and gave 
me a better idea of how long the different aspects of the process would take. Once again 
though, I was struck with the tightness of time that I was looking down the barrel of. I put 
it out of my mind and put my head down to continue animating. With the exception of a 
few clunky scenes, I reached the end of rough animating around the third week of 
February, 2020 (and the beginning of Covid 19! See Animating to Stay Sane section 
beginning on page 23 of this document) and had a rough edit in After Effects of the film 
the next week.   
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Fig. 11: Rough Pencil Drawings from​ ​Pond Scum: Partygeddon 
 
Once I had my rough edit, I began inking in earnest. This was a much faster process than 
animating, but it was still time consuming. I had kept my first pass of drawings fairly loose, 
so my task in inking was to wrangle those forms back to earth and keep them as tight as 
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possible. This process took me about another month before I was mostly finished and 
could begin coloring and working on the backgrounds. 
  
One way in which I know my process of developing this film was unusual was that I didn’t 
have my backgrounds finished before I began animating. I used rough sketches of the 
environments to place the characters, and I then based my final backgrounds on these 
sketches and the existing animations. This reverse engineering of the backgrounds may 
seem counterintuitive, but it worked for me. My process of making the backgrounds was 
to lightly ink the drawing in a brush pen on hot pressed watercolor paper and then paint 
the watercolor washes on top. This is yet another time consuming process that at certain 
points I questioned, but the handmade quality it gave the animation and the uneven 
textures that contrasted with the flat color of the animation, I felt couldn’t be beat. There 
is something I love about the unpredictable nature of watercolor. It takes a lot of decisions 
out of my hands, and forces me to make new ones as I go. The following are  a sample 








The process of compositing was helped along considerably by having already timed and 
edited the pencils in a rough edit, which allowed me to replace those files with the inked 
and colored animations, but I still had a lot of work to do. I had included the background 
watercolors, as well as refined a lot of the cut out animation. As the deadline for the film 
loomed, this process became frantic with many late nights staring at a sea of key frames 
left me wishing for a return to the dull simplicity of inking and coloring. As the film came 
together, I found there were still small things that needed animating, or new angles on a 
background that needed to be finished. A back and forth of production and post 
production processes occurred that I found interesting. It reminded me of editing piles of 
disorganized video clips with Allen and Doug in the FCTV editing suites where we would 
spend hours stringing together bizarre gags with primitive compositing skills. As I put the 
pieces of the film together, I kept on hand a slew of background watercolor textures and 
elements that could be used to fill in gaps whenever needed. 
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Fig. 12: Watercolor and Ink Background Element from Pond Scum: Partygeddon 
 
 When I knew exactly what was needed to finish out a scene, I found I could complete a 
piece of animation at a speed that often dwarfed my own efficiency at earlier stages. 
Perhaps it’s the desperation to finish that allows one a bit of superhuman productivity at 
the very end of a project, or maybe the muscles of creation have just been in motion so 
consistently during production that they are ready to snap into action at the drop of a hat, 






Animating to Stay Sane 
 
I knew going into making this film that I was looking at my fair share of isolation and 
screen time, and I was as prepared as I could be for it. What I couldn’t have prepared for 
was that I was going to share that isolation with most of the world thanks to the Novel 
Coronavirus, and in many ways that mental preparation helped me to cope with the 
bizarre new stage that the world has entered. When California went into shelter in place 
orders, I was well into production, and other than less frequent grocery store trips, my life 
changed very little. I stayed glued to my screen, scribbling like mad, as others struggled to 
orient themselves in quarantine. My own reckoning with this new nightmare has only 
come recently, after allowing myself a short sigh of relief upon finishing my thesis film. A 
lack of focus set in quickly and a sense of utter bewilderment washed over me as I tried to 
make sense of a world in which the self proclaimed greatest nation on earth has done 
nothing to protect its citizens from a pandemic and from the resultant losses of income, 
housing and healthcare. The rapid decline of legitimacy of so many American institutions 
has me feeling that the bad guys like Pond Scum, who at least take care of their own when 




As with everything else in the world after about March of 2020, the School of Film and 
Animation’s screenings were moved to online. So, while I was relieved of having to fly back 
to Rochester to screen my thesis film, I was deprived of the opportunity to share it in 
person and respond to the audience’s  questions and comments. I was sorry not to be able 
to greet my fellow classmates and faculty. Although I had the opportunity to screen the 
next fall semester in 2020, I was certain that I needed to push myself to finish my film by 
the end of the spring semester while I was still firing on all cylinders. I couldn’t take a 
break and so I began assembling my film into a cut that would be coherent and feel 
completed. I shot for an ‘A Cut’ but I probably ended up with a ‘B+ Cut’. After the 
screening I would continue to clean up some errors and polish other elements for about 
two weeks until I had what I felt was the best possible version of the film. Nevertheless, 
the version of ​Partygeddon ​ that came together just before the screening deadline was 
something I am very proud of. I had no idea if others would get the kick out of it that I did, 
but I knew that my friends who had worked on it with me would So, with that in mind I was 
ready to share it with a larger audience. The films that screened the day I was scheduled to 
screen were impressive, often visually arresting, and I found myself getting a bit nervous 
to be sharing my work. Despite watching on the same computer screen that I had been 
previewing my work on all along, when the positive chat from the previous film quieted 
down and my film started playing, I felt overwhelmingly relieved. I had done it, whatever 
the reaction might be.  I had taken this goofy, overly ambitious idea and made it work. It 
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had all kinds of irregularities and blemishes, but altogether it had the chaotic exuberance I 
had striven for. When the screening finished and the screen went black I waited nervously 
for the first comments. I was imagining everyone had noticed the things that I hadn’t had 
the time to fix at the very end of production, but the response was overwhelmingly 
positive. My self deprecating side told me that the audience’s response was skewed that 
way because of the trying times and the unusual situation of having to screen remotely, 
but I like to tell myself that​ Partygeddon​ was able to at least give people a good chuckle in 
an increasingly senseless world.  
 
Can’t Make Us Learn 
The biggest lesson from this process that I can impress on students going through the 
same is a lesson I’ve never properly learned:  
Keep your goals reasonable, be aware of how much work you’re creating for yourself and 
if you fail in this, you may be looking at some sleepless nights. There always comes a 
point, usually during  production, where you have looked at your scenes so many times 
that everything starts to feel boring and the idea of spending months more working on 
something you’re already sick of seems soul deadening.  
Good luck  with that! This reaction is natural I believe, you have brought the idea to life, 
and now you have to fully execute it, but creatively you have moved on. This impulse 
needs to be fought if you want to produce quality work, but as creatives we tend to think 
faster than we can work. This is the struggle and it’s worth the hassle. 
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I can’t say I’m any wiser, but this experience has shown just how much work goes into 
animation. That it even gets made at all is in some ways a wonder, and I have answered my 
own question of why more independent animated features aren’t being made. The sheer 
volume of labor that is necessary in producing animation has opened my eyes to the 
impediments to the existence of an animated subculture or underground. Unlike things 
like punk or hip hop music, where a song can be created in a matter of days or even hours 
and gives artists of almost zero means the power to drive culture, animation relies on 
massive amounts of time and resources, keeping its creation generally under the purview 
of those with wealth to spare. I hope in the future to see more animators banding together 
to make work outside of this structure. 
 
Conclusion 
The process of completing a thesis film over the past year has been enlightening, 
grueling, and ultimately gratifying. I’ve propped my eyes open with toothpicks and 
stared dead eyed at a computer screen for what seems like decades, but with the help 
of the Pond Scum crew I’ve come out the other end with a finished film that stands on 
its own. It’s a small tribute to a subcultural tendency that finds expression all over, that 
of artists and musicians staking a claim outside of accepted social parameters and 
using any means at their disposal to find a platform.  
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I wanted to make a film for the freeloaders and freaks to enjoy, something that spoke to 
a different audience than most animation speaks to. In making this film, I sought to 
provide an animated antidote to a culture in decline, an elixir that tells the outsider 
audience, “There’s another world out there. If you don’t like this one, make your own!” 
I’m confident it will headbang and mosh its way into a few black hearts (rather slime 
green hearts).  
 
Making ​Partygeddon​, having the time to craft it, has allowed me to grow immensely as 
an artist and as an animator. Every time I think I’ve figured something out, or cracked a 
certain problem in animation, I realize how expansive the medium is and that there 
really is no limit to what can be achieved. ​Partygeddon​ feels to me like my first time 
really breaking the surface of animation, and looking back on it only serves to set the 
gears turning in my head, trying to nail down the next project. Stepping out of the chaos 
of a project as large as this with a finished film in hand is a remarkable feeling that 
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Cape Crud, a small peninsula in the Pond, is home to a band of scofflaws, Al Gee, Oozer 
and Ewwglena, whose only interests in life are partying and making terrible music, as 
the band Pond Scum. 
 
 One morning Al Gee is draining the last drop from his bottle of ooze (a fermented 
beverage popular in the pond) in the flop house that he and his band live in. Al Gee and 
Ewwglena realize they are out of ooze and frantically discuss ways of getting more 
without paying for it. Al Gee comes up with a plan to host a party and have the guests 
bring their own ooze, or BYOO. To up the ante, they call up local DJ Murky D to MC the 
event and wrangle a couple more local bands to play a set.  
 
As the party is getting started and the bands are setting up and people are piling in 
with cases of ooze, the party kicks off. Al and Ewwglena are watching the door to make 
sure party goers have brought offerings of ooze or scumleaf (another substance 
popular in the pond among miscreants) before letting them in, while Oozer is stealing 
power from the neighbors house and daisy chaining too many extension cords 
together.  Al Gee and Ewwglena are confronted by Stevil, a local dark metal musician 
who wants to play a set of his solo project Burzskum, but Al Gee and Ewwglena tell 
Stevil to get stuffed and Stevil slinks away frustrated. One of the bands begins to play, 
while in the woods just outside, Stevil is performing a black magic ritual using 
incantations from an ancient tome, The Book of Scum. From the dankest depths, Stevil 
summons a host of demonic monsters and directs them to attack the party. Meanwhile, 
Al and Oozer are frantically trying to put out a band that has caught on fire due to 
faulty stage wiring. Pandemonium suddenly ensues as Stevil’s demons break into the 
flop house and begin ripping party goers to shreds. Murky D and Al Gee huddle up and 
quickly discuss what to do about the intruders. Pond Scum take the stage as Murky D 
encourages the crowd to find whatever weapon they can and start attacking the 
demons. The crowd and the demons square off and Pond Scum kicks into a song as the 
two sides meet in pitched combat. The battle surges back and forth, clearly tipping in 
favor of the demons.  
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Amid the fray, Murky D notices that Stevil is sneaking out a window with The Book of 
Scum, and he grabs Stevil by the scruff and shouts for everyone to freeze. In an 
attempt to negotiate with the demons, Murky D offers that if they can donate ooze or 
scumleaf to the party, the demons can stay and only Stevil will be kicked out. The 
demons confer and decide they actually enjoy the party and offer to donate to the 
cause. Stevil, enraged, wriggles free of Murky D and begins reciting incantations from 
the Book of Scum, causing the demons to melt and form a grotesque exoskeleton 
around Stevil, creating in effect, a Super Stevil. The crowd parts to let the Super Stevil 
pass as he makes his way towards Pond Scum. Oozer notices the wires on stage are 
still malfunctioning and throwing sparks, so he begins taunting Super Stevil, who 
lumbers towards him. As Super Stevil gets close, Al shouts to the crowd to hit him with 
their drinks, and a barrage of bottles and cups hits Super Stevil, making the connection. 
Super Stevil convulses from the electric shock, but continues lumbering forward. Murky 
D grabs The Book of Scum that Stevil dropped during his transformation, and begins 
reading from it. A portal opens up and starts to drag Super Stevil into it. Super Stevil 
grabs a hunk of the ceiling and holds on, but the portal pulls him in, along with a beam 
from the ceiling, and the house begins collapsing. The party goers begin jumping out of 
every window and door just before the house is turned to rubble. Al Gee and Ewwglena 
are despondent about the loss of their flop house, and Oozer is missing in the rubble. 
Suddenly some of the rubble starts to move and the crowd tenses. Oozer bursts out of 
the rubble, triumphantly holding up an unopened case of ooze, and the crowd goes 
wild, the party is saved. 
 
Rationale 
Pond Scum: Partygeddon is intended as a tribute to the spirit of Do It Yourself, and to 
those who attempt to create the world they want now, without waiting for permission. 
It hides its heart behind belches and clouds of smoke, but it raises a salty salute to 
losers and weirdos everywhere. As American culture continues its process of 
ossification, and media becomes consolidated into fewer and fewer hands, the only 
place for creatives to go is the basement, the garage, the warehouse, and as unfettered 
expression is pushed to the fringes of society, the polish gets rougher, the art gets 
noisier and the mess gets bigger. Pond Scum is that mess, and it’s a mess that is dear 
to my heart, a collaboration with friends that was born to ultimately be animated, which 




































EXPENSE QUANTITY PRICE TOTAL 
Toon Boom Harmony 9 months $9.00 $81.00 
Adobe CS 9 months $20.00 $180.00 
Lg 140lb Watercolor 
paper 
10 sheets $7.00 $70.00 
Watercolor Paints assorted   $100.00 
Brush Pens assorted  $25.00 
Voice Actors   In kind 
Musical Scoring   In kind 
Condenser Mic 1  $330.00 
1 TB Hard drive 1  $75.00 
    
  TOTAL $861.00 
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